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Application Software Engineer

Responsibilities:

- Create specifications and define software architecture for Windows or embedded systems
- Design and develop application and GUI in Windows or embedded Linux environments
- Port, verify and maintain application and GUI
- Work closely with other engineers to analyze and resolve bugs
- Analyze performance bottleneck and optimize product quality and throughput
Requirements:

- Master or degree in electronic engineering or computer science, or equivalent
- At least 5 years direct relevant experience for the senior engineer position
- Strong programming experience with Microsoft Visual Studio C++/C#.
- Proven development experience with Qt GUI Toolkit in Linux embedded system is a plus
- Good knowledge in application debugging and performance optimization
- Familiar with ISO9001 or ISO13485 design process, source version control and bug tracking system
- Independent and resourceful

Send your resume to jenny.sui@sanmina.com

Apply by 31 Oct 2018